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Abstract. We consider some notions of iterated conditionals by check-
ing the validity of some desirable basic logical and probabilistic proper-
ties, which are valid for simple conditionals. We consider de Finetti’s no-
tion of conditional as a three-valued object and as a conditional random
quantity in the betting framework. We recall the notions of conjunction
and disjunction among conditionals in selected trivalent logics. Then, we
analyze the two notions of iterated conditional introduced by Calabrese
and de Finetti, respectively. We show that the compound probability
theorem and other basic properties are not preserved by these objects,
by also computing some probability propagation rules. Then, for each
trivalent logic we introduce an iterated conditional as a suitable random
quantity which satisfies the compound prevision theorem and some of the
desirable properties. Finally, we remark that all the basic properties are
satisfied by the iterated conditional mainly developed in recent papers
by Gilio and Sanfilippo in the setting of conditional random quantities.
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1 Introduction

The study of conditionals is a relevant research topic in many fields,
like philosophy of science, psychology of uncertain reasoning, prob-
ability theory, conditional logics, knowledge representation (see, e.g.,
[1,2,11,12,13,15,16,18,31,32,35,36,37]). Usually, conjunctions and disjunctions
among conditionals have been introduced in tri-valued logics (see, e.g.,
[1,4,8,9,31]) In particular, de Finetti in 1935 ([17]) proposed a three-valued logic
(which coincides with Kleen-Lukasiewicz-Heyting logic [9]) for conditional events
by also introducing suitable notions of conjunction and disjunction. Calabrese in
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[5] introduced an algebra of conditionals by using the notions of quasi conjunc-
tion and quasi disjunction also studied in ([1]). Both, de Finetti and Calabrese,
introduced a notion of iterated conditional as a suitable conditional event with
the requirement, among other properties, that the Import-Export principle be
satisfied, which means that the iterated conditional pB|Kq|A coincides with the
conditional event B|AK. The validity of such a principle, jointly with the require-
ment of preserving the classical probabilistic properties, leads to the well-known
Lewis’ triviality results ([34]). Moreover, by defining conjunctions and disjunc-
tions as conditional events (in a trivalent-logic) it follows that some classical
probabilistic properties are lost; for instance, the lower and upper probability
bounds for the conjunction are no more the Fréchet-Hoeffding bounds ([39]). A
different approach to compound conditionals has been given in [35,32]. A related
approach has been developed in the setting of coherence in recent papers by Gilio
and Sanfilippo (see, e.g., [24,25,26,27,28]), where compound conditionals are de-
fined as suitable conditional random quantities with a finite number of possible
values in the interval r0, 1s. The advantage of this approach is that all the basic
logical and probabilistic properties are preserved, for instance De Morgan’s Laws
and Fréchet-Hoeffding bounds; for a synthesis see [28]. The iterated conditional,
named here |gs, is defined by means of the structure 2|© “ 2^©`Pp2|©qĎ©
(where P is the symbol of prevision) and hence satisfies the compound prevision
theorem. Moreover, Lewis’ triviality results are avoided because the Import-
Export Principle is not satisfied (see [24,40,41]).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate some of the basic properties valid for
events and conditional events with a view to different notions of iterated condi-
tionals. Indeed, things get more problematic when we replace events with condi-
tional events and we move to the properties of iterated conditionals. After recall-
ing some trivalent logics (Kleene-Lukasiewicz-Heyting-de Finetti, Lukasiewicz,
Bochvar-Kleene, and Sobocinski) we study basic properties for the notions of it-
erated conditional introduced by Calabrese and by de Finetti. We also compute
some sets of coherent assessments on families of conditional events involving the
previous two iterated conditionals. Among other things, we observe that the
compound probability theorem is not preserved by these objects. Then, by ex-
ploiting the structure 2|© “ 2 ^© ` Pp2|©qĎ©, for each trivalent logic we
introduce a suitable notion of iterated conditional which satisfies the compound
prevision theorem and some (but not all) of the selected basic properties. Fi-
nally, we remark that, among the selected iterated conditionals, |gs is the only
one which satisfies all the basic properties.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we first recall some preliminary
notions and results on coherence, conditional events and conditional random
quantities; then, we recall the logical operations in some trivalent logics and in
the context of conditional random quantities. In Section 3 we check the validity
of some logical and probabilistic properties satisfied by events and conditional
events for the iterated conditional defined by Calabrese (Section 3.1) and by de
Finetti (Section 3.2). We also compute the lower and upper probability bounds
for both the iterated conditionals. In Section 4, we recall some results on |gs
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and for each trivalent logic, we introduce and briefly study the iterated con-
ditional defined as a suitable conditional random quantity. We also consider a
generalized version of Bayes formula and give some results on the set of coherent
assessments. Finally, we give some conclusion remarks.

2 Preliminary notions and results

In this section we recall some basic notions and results which concern coherence
and logical operations among conditional events.
Events, conditional events, conditional random quantities and coherence. An
event A is a two-valued logical entity which is either true (T), or false (F).
We use the same symbol to refer to an event and its indicator. We denote by Ω
the sure event and by H the impossible one. We denote by A^B (resp., A_B),
or simply by AB, the conjunction (resp., disjunction) of A and B. By sA we de-
note the negation of A. We simply write A Ď B to denote that A logically implies
B, i.e., A sB “ H. Given two events A and H, with H ‰ H, the conditional event
A|H is a three-valued logical entity which is true, or false, or void (V), according
to whether AH is true, or sAH is true, or sH is true, respectively. We recall that,
given any conditional event A|H, the negation ĘA|H is defined as ĘA|H “ sA|H.
The notion of logical inclusion among events has been generalized to conditional
events by Goodman and Nguyen in [30]. Given two conditional events A|H and
B|K, we say that A|H logically implies B|K, denoted by A|H Ď B|K, if and
only if AH logically implies BK and sBK logically implies sAH, that is

A|H Ď B|K ðñ AH Ď BK and sBK Ď sAH. (1)

In the betting framework, to assess P pA|Hq “ x amounts to say that, for every
real number s, you are willing to pay an amount s x and to receive s, or 0, or s x,
according to whether AH is true, or sAH is true, or sH is true (bet called off),
respectively. Hence, for the random gain G “ sHpA´xq, the possible values are
sp1 ´ xq, or ´s x, or 0, according to whether AH is true, or sAH is true, or sH
is true, respectively. We denote by X a random quantity, that is an uncertain
real quantity, which has a well determined but unknown value. We assume that
X has a finite set of possible values. Given any event H ‰ H, agreeing to the
betting metaphor, if you assess that the prevision of “X conditional on H” (or
short: “X given H”), PpX|Hq, is equal to µ, this means that for any given real
number s you are willing to pay an amount sµ and to receive sX, or sµ, according
to whether H is true, or false (bet called off), respectively. The random gain is
G “ spXH ` µ sHq ´ sµ “ sHpX ´ µq. In particular, when X is (the indicator
of) an event A, then PpX|Hq “ P pA|Hq. Given a conditional event A|H with
P pA|Hq “ x, the indicator of A|H, denoted by the same symbol, is

A|H “ AH ` x sH “ AH ` xp1´Hq “

$

&

%

1, if AH is true,
0, if sAH is true,
x, if sH is true.

(2)
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Notice that it holds that PpAH ` x sHq “ xP pHq ` xP p sHq “ x. The third value
of the random quantity A|H (subjectively) depends on the assessed probability
P pA|Hq “ x. When H Ď A (i.e., AH “ H), it holds that P pA|Hq “ 1; then, for
the indicator A|H it holds that A|H “ AH`x sH “ H` sH “ 1, pwhen H Ď Aq.
Likewise, if AH “ H, it holds that P pA|Hq “ 0; then A|H “ 0 ` 0 sH “

0, pwhen AH “ Hq. For the indicator of the negation of A|H it holds that
sA|H “ 1´A|H. Given two conditional events A|H and B|K, for every coherent
assessment px, yq on tA|H,B|Ku, it holds that ([28, formula (15)])

AH ` x sH ď BK ` y sK ðñ A|H Ď B|K, or AH “ H, or K Ď B,

that is, between the numerical values of A|H and B|K, under coherence it holds
that

A|H ď B|K ðñ A|H Ď B|K, or AH “ H, or K Ď B. (3)

By following the approach given in [10,24,33], once a coherent assessment µ “
PpX|Hq is specified, the conditional random quantity X|H (is not looked at as
the restriction to H, but) is defined as X, or µ, according to whether H is true,
or sH is true; that is,

X|H “ XH ` µ sH. (4)

As shown in (4), given any random quantity X and any event H ‰ H, in the
framework of subjective probability, in order to define X|H we just need to
specify the value µ of the conditional prevision PpX|Hq. Indeed, once the value
µ is specified, the object X|H is (subjectively) determined. We observe that (4)
is consistent because

PpXH`µ sHq “ PpXHq`µP p sHq “ PpX|HqP pHq`µP p sHq “ µP pHq`µP p sHq “ µ.

By (4), the random gain associated with a bet on X|H can be represented as
G “ spX|H ´ µq, that is G is the difference between what you receive, sX|H,
and what you pay, sµ. In what follows, for any given conditional random quan-
tity X|H, we assume that, when H is true, the set of possible values of X is
finite. In this case we say that X|H is a finite conditional random quantity.
Denoting by XH “ tx1, . . . , xru the set of possible values of X restricted to H
and by setting Aj “ pX “ xjq, j “ 1, . . . , r, it holds that

Žr
j“1Aj “ H and

X|H “ XH`µ sH “ x1A1`¨ ¨ ¨`xrAr`µ sH. Given a prevision function P defined
on an arbitrary family K of finite conditional random quantities, consider a fi-
nite subfamily F “ tX1|H1, . . . , Xn|Hnu Ď K and the vectorM “ pµ1, . . . , µnq,
where µi “ PpXi|Hiq is the assessed prevision for the conditional random quan-
tity Xi|Hi, i P t1, . . . , nu. With the pair pF ,Mq we associate the random gain
G “

řn
i“1 siHipXi ´ µiq “

řn
i“1 sipXi|Hi ´ µiq. We denote by GHn

the set of
values of G restricted to Hn “ H1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _Hn. Then, the notion of coherence is
defined as below.

Definition 1. The function P defined on K is coherent if and only if, @n ě 1,
@ s1, . . . , sn, @F “ tX1|H1, . . . , Xn|Hnu Ď K, it holds that: min GHn

ď 0 ď
max GHn .
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In other words, P on K is incoherent if and only if there exists a finite combination
of n bets such that, after discarding the case where all the bets are called off,
the values of the random gain are all positive or all negative. In the particular
case where K is a family of conditional events, then Definition 1 becomes the
well known definition of coherence for a probability function, denoted as P .

Given a family F “ tX1|H1, . . . , Xn|Hnu, for each i P t1, . . . , nu we denote
by txi1, . . . , xiriu the set of possible values of Xi when Hi is true; then, we
set Aij “ pXi “ xijq, i “ 1, . . . , n, j “ 1, . . . , ri. We set C0 “ sH1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sHn (it
may be C0 “ H) and we denote by C1, . . . , Cm the constituents contained in
Hn “ H1_ ¨ ¨ ¨ _Hn. Hence

Źn
i“1pAi1_ ¨ ¨ ¨ _Airi _

sHiq “
Žm

h“0 Ch. With each
Ch, h P t1, . . . ,mu, we associate a vector Qh “ pqh1, . . . , qhnq, where qhi “ xij
if Ch Ď Aij , j “ 1, . . . , ri, while qhi “ µi if Ch Ď sHi; with C0 we associate
Q0 “ M “ pµ1, . . . , µnq. Denoting by I the convex hull of Q1, . . . , Qm, the
condition M P I amounts to the existence of a vector pλ1, . . . , λmq such that:
řm

h“1 λhQh “ M ,
řm

h“1 λh “ 1 , λh ě 0 , @h; in other words, M P I is
equivalent to the solvability of the system pΣq, associated with pF ,Mq,

pΣq
řm
h“1 λhqhi “ µi , i P t1, . . . , nu ,

řm
h“1 λh “ 1, λh ě 0 , h P t1, . . . ,mu . (5)

Given the assessment M “ pµ1, . . . , µnq on F “ tX1|H1, . . . , Xn|Hnu, let S
be the set of solutions Λ “ pλ1, . . . , λmq of system pΣq. We point out that
the solvability of system pΣq is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for
coherence of M on F . When pΣq is solvable, that is S ‰ H, we define:

ΦipΛq “ Φjpλ1, . . . , λmq “
ř

r:CrĎHi
λr, ; Λ P S ,Mi “ maxΛPS , ΦipΛq, i P t1, . . . , nu ;

I0 “ ti : Mi “ 0u ,F0 “ tXi|Hi , i P I0u, M0 “ pµi, i P I0q.

(6)
For what concerns the probabilistic meaning of I0, it holds that i P I0 if and only
if the (unique) coherent extension of M to Hi|Hn is zero. Then, the following
theorem can be proved ([3, Theorem 3]):

Theorem 1. A conditional prevision assessmentM “ pµ1, . . . , µnq on the fam-
ily F “ tX1|H1, . . . , Xn|Hnu is coherent if and only if the following conditions
are satisfied: (i) the system pΣq defined in (5) is solvable; (ii) if I0 ‰ H, then
M0 is coherent.

Of course, the previous results can be used in the case of conditional events.
In particular, given a probability assessment P “ pp1, . . . , pnq on a family
of n conditional events F “ tE1|H1, . . . , En|Hnu, we can determine the con-
stituents C0, C1, . . . , Cm, where C0 “ sH1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sHn, and the associated points
Q0, Q1, . . . , Qm, where Q0 “ P. We observe that Qh “ pqh1, . . . , qhnq, with
qhi P t1, 0, piu, i “ 1, . . . , n, h “ 1, . . . ,m.
Trivalent Logics, Logical Operations of Conditionals and Conditional Random
Quantities. We recall some notions of conjunction among conditional events
in some trivalent logics: Kleene-Lukasiewicz-Heyting conjunction (^K), or de
Finetti conjunction ([14]); Lukasiewicz conjunction (^L); Bochvar internal con-
junction, or Kleene weak conjunction (^B); Sobocinski conjunction, or quasi
conjunction (^S). In all these definitions the result of the conjunction is still a
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conditional event with set of truth values ttrue, false, voidu (see, e.g., [8,9]). We
also recall the notions of conjunction among conditional events, ^gs, introduced
as a suitable conditional random quantity in a betting-scheme context([24,25],
see also [32,35]). We list below in an explicit way the five conjunctions and the
associated disjunctions obtained by De Morgan’s law ([22]):

1. pA|Hq ^K pB|Kq “ AHBK|pHK _ sAH _ sBKq,
pA|Hq _K pB|Kq “ pAH _BKq|p sAH sBK _AH _BKq ;

2. pA|Hq ^L pB|Kq “ AHBK|pHK _ sA sB _ sA sK _ sB sH _ sH sKq,
pA|Hq _L pB|Kq “ pAH _BKq|p sAH sBK _AH _BK _ sH sKq ;

3. pA|Hq ^B pB|Kq “ AHBK|HK,
pA|Hq _B pB|Kq “ pA_Bq|HK;

4. pA|Hq ^S pB|Kq “ ppAH _ sHq ^ pBK _ sKqq|pH _Kq,
pA|Hq _S pB|Kq “ pAH _BKq|pH _Kq;

5. pA|Hq ^gs pB|Kq “ pAHBK ` P pA|Hq sHBK ` P pB|KqAH sKq|pH _Kq,
pA|Hq _gs pB|Kq “ pAH _BK `P pA|Hq sH sBK `P pB|Kq sAH sKq|pH _Kq.

The operations above are all commutative and associative. By setting P pA|Hq “
x, P pB|Kq “ y, P rpA|Hq ^i pB|Kqs “ zi, i P tK,L,B, Su, and PrpA|Hq ^gs

pB|Kqs “ zgs, based on (2) and on (4) the conjunctions pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq,
i P tK,L,B, S, gsu can be also looked at as random quantities with set of possi-
ble value illustrated in Table 1. A similar interpretation can also be given for the
associated disjunctions. Notice that, differently from conditional events which

A|H B|K ^K ^L ^B ^S ^gs

AHBK 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AH sBK 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
AH sK 1 y zK zL zB 1 y
sAHBK 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
sAH sBK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sAH sK 0 y 0 0 zB 0 0
sHBK x 1 zK zL zB 1 x
sH sBK x 0 0 0 zB 0 0
sH sK x y zK 0 zB zS zgs

Table 1. Numerical values (of the indicator) of the conjunctions^i, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu.
The triplet px, y, ziq denotes a coherent assessment on tA|H,B|K, pA|Hq ^i pB|Kqu.

are three-valued objects, the conjunction pA|Hq ^gs pB|Kq (and the associated
disjunction) is no longer a three-valued object, but a five-valued object with
values in r0, 1s. In betting terms, the prevision zgs “ PrpA|Hq ^gs pB|Kqs rep-
resents the amount you agree to pay, with the proviso that you will receive the
random quantity AHBK ` x sHBK ` yAH sK, if H _ K is true, zgs if sH sK is
true. In other words by paying zgs you receive: 1, if both conditional events are
true; 0, if at least one of the conditional event is false; the probability of the
conditional event that is void if one conditional event is void and the other one
is true; the amount zgs you paid if both conditional events are void. The notion
of conjunction ^gs (and disjunction _gs) among conditional events has been
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generalized to the case of n conditional events in [25]. For some applications see,
.e.g., [21,40,41]. Developments of this approach to general compound condition-
als has been given in [20]. Differently from the other notions of conjunctions, ^gs

preserves the classical logical and probabilistic properties valid for unconditional
events (see, e.g.,[28]). In particular, the Fréchet-Hoeffding bounds, i.e., the lower
and upper bounds z1 “ maxtx`y´1, 0u, z2 “ mintx, yu, obtained under logical
independence in the unconditional case for the coherent extensions z “ P pABq
of P pAq “ x and P pBq “ y, when A and B are replaced by A|H and B|K, are
only satisfied by zgs (see Table 2).

^K ^L ^B ^S ^gs

z1 0 0 0 maxtx` y ´ 1, 0u maxtx` y ´ 1, 0u

z2 mintx, yu mintx, yu 1

#

x`y´2xy
1´xy

, if px, yq ‰ p1, 1q

1, if px, yq “ p1, 1q
mintx, yu

Table 2. Lower and upper bounds z1, z2 for the selected conjunctions
^K ,^L,^B ,^S ,^gs , for the given assessment x “ P pA|Hq and y “ P pB|Kq ([39]).

3 Some basic properties and iterated conditionals

We recall some basic logical and probabilistic properties satisfied by events and
conditional events. Notice that, from (2), B|A “ AB ` P pB|Aq sA.
(P1) B|A “ AB|A;
(P2) AB Ď B|A, and P pABq ď P pB|Aq;
(P3) P pABq “ P pB|AqP pAq (compound probability theorem);
(P4) given two logical independent events A, B, with P pAq “ x and P pBq “ y,
the extension µ “ P pB|Aq is coherent if and only if µ P rµ1, µ2s, where (see, e.g.
[41, Theorem 6])

µ1 “

"

maxtx`y´1,0u
x , if x ‰ 0,

0, if x “ 0,
, µ2 “

"

mintx,yu
x , if x ‰ 0,

1, if x “ 0.
(7)

We will check the validity of the properties above when replacing events A,B by
conditional events A|H,B|K for the notion of iterated conditional introduced in
the trivalent logics by Calabrese and by de Finetti, respectively.

3.1 The Iterated conditional of Calabrese

We analyze the iterated conditional, here denoted by pB|Kq|CpA|Hq, introduced
by Calabrese in [5] (see also [6,7]).

Definition 2. Given any pair of conditional events A|H and B|K, the iterated
conditional pB|Kq|CpA|Hq is defined as

pB|Kq|CpA|Hq “ B|pK ^ p sH _Aqq. (8)
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We observe that in (8) the conditioning event is the conjunction of the condition-
ing event K of the consequent B|K and the material conditional sH_A associated
with the antecedent A|H. By applying Definition 2 with H “ Ω, it holds that
pB|Kq|CA “ ABK|AK “ B|AK, which shows that the Import-Export principle
(i.e., pB|Kq|A “ B|AK, see, e.g., [35]) is satisfied by the iterated conditional |C .

By recalling that the notions of conjunction and disjunction of conditionals
used by Calabrese ([5]) coincide with ^S and _S , respectively, we observe that

rpA|Hq ^S pB|Kqs|CpA|Hq “ rpAHBK _AH sK _ sHBKq|pH _Kqs|CpA|Hq “
“ pAHBK _AH sK _ sHBKq|pAK _ sHK _AH sKq.

(9)
From (8) and (9) it follows that pB|Kq|CpA|Hq ‰ ppA|Hq ^S pB|Kqq|CpA|Hq.
Indeed, as illustrated by Table 3, when the constituent AH sK is true, it holds that
pB|Kq|CpA|Hq is void, while rpA|Hq ^S pB|Kqs|CpA|Hq is true. Then, property
(P1) is not satisfied by the pair p^S , |Cq. From Table 3 we also obtain that

Ch pA|Hq ^S pB|Kq pB|Kq|CpA|Hq rpA|Hq ^S pB|Kqs|CpA|Hq

AHBK _ sHBK True True True
AH sBK _ sH sBK False False False

AH sK True Void True
sAH False Void Void
sH sK Void Void Void

Table 3. Truth values of pA|Hq ^S pB|Kq, pB|Kq|CpA|Hq, and rpA|Hq ^S
pB|Kqs|CpA|Hq.

property (P2) is not satisfied by p^S , |Cq. Indeed, when AH sK is true, it holds
that pA|Hq^S pB|Kq is true, while pB|Kq|CpA|Hq is void and hence ppA|Hq^S

pB|Kqq Ę pB|Kq|CpA|Hq.
Now let us focus our attention on the following results regarding the coherence of
a probability assessment on tA|H, pB|Kq|CpA|Hq, pA|Hq ^S pB|Kqu (Theorem
2) and on tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|CpA|Hqu (Theorem 3).

Theorem 2. Let A, B, H, K be any logically independent events. A prob-
ability assessment P “ px, y, zq on the family of conditional events F “

tA|H, pB|Kq|CpA|Hq, pA|Hq ^S pB|Kqu is coherent if and only if px, yq P r0, 1s2

and z P rz1, z2s, where z1 “ xy and z2 “ maxpx, yq.

Proof. Due to lack of space we illustrate the proof only for the lower bound z1 “
xy. The constituents Ch’s and the points Qh’s associated with the assessment
P “ px, y, zq on F are C1 “ AHBK,C2 “ sAH,C3 “ sHBK,C4 “ AH sBK,C5 “
sH sBK,C6 “ AH sK,C0 “ sH sK and Q1 “ p1, 1, 1q, Q2 “ p0, y, 0q, Q3 “

px, 1, 1q, Q4 “ p1, 0, 0q, Q5 “ px, 0, 0q, Q6 “ p1, y, 1q, P “ Q0 “ px, y, zq. The
system pΣq in (5) associated with the pair pF ,Pq becomes

"

λ1 ` xλ3 ` λ4 ` xλ5 ` λ6 “ x, λ1 ` yλ2 ` λ3 ` yλ6 “ y,
λ1 ` λ3 ` λ6 “ z, λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ6 “ 1, λi ě 0 @i “ 1, . . . , 6.

(10)
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We observe that, for every px, yq P r0, 1s2, it holds that P “ px, y, xyq “ xyQ1 `

p1´ xqQ2 ` xp1´ yqQ4. Then, P P I, where I is the convex hull of Q1, ¨ ¨ ¨Q6,
with a solution of (10) given by Λ “ pxy, 1´x, 0, xp1´yq, 0, 0q. For the functions
φj , as defined in (6), it holds that φ1pΛq “

ř

h:ChĎH λh “ λ1 ` λ2 ` λ4 ` λ6“
xy ` p1 ´ xq ` xp1 ´ yq “ 1 ą 0, φ2pΛq “

ř

h:ChĎpA_ĎHq_K λh “ x, φ3pΛq “
ř

h:ChĎH_K λh “ 1 ą 0. We distinguish two cases: piq x ą 0, piiq x “ 0. In
the case piq we get φ1 “ φ3 “ 1 ą 0 and φ2 ą 0; then I0 “ H. By Theorem
1, the assessment px, y, xyq is coherent @px, yq P r0, 1s2. In the case piiq we get
I0 Ď t2u, with the sub-assessment P0 “ y on F0 “ tpB|Kq|CpA|Hqu coherent for
every y P r0, 1s. Then, by Theorem 1, the assessment px, y, xyq on F is coherent
for every px, yq P r0, 1s2. In order to prove that z1 “ xy is the lower bound for
z “ P ppA|Hq^S pB|Kqq, we verify that px, y, zq, with px, yq P r0, 1s2 and z ă z1 “
xy, is not coherent because px, y, zq R I. We observe that the points Q1, Q2, Q4

belong to the plane π : yX ` Y ´ Z “ y. We set fpX,Y, Zq “ yX ` Y ´ Z and
we obtain fpQ1q “ fpQ2q “ fpQ4q “ y, fpQ3q “ fpQ5q “ xy ď y, fpQ6q “

fp1, y, 1q “ y`y´1 “ 2y´1 ď y. Then, by considering P “ px, y, zq, with z ă xy,
it holds that fpPq “ fpx, y, zq “ xy`y´z ą y ě fpQhq, h “ 1, . . . , 6, and hence
P “ px, y, zq R I. Indeed, if it were P P I, that is P linear convex combination of

Q1, . . . , Q6, it would follow that fpPq “ fp
ř6

h“1 λhQhq “
ř6

h“1 λhfpQhq ď y.
Thus, the lower bound for z “ P ppA|Hq ^S pB|Kqq is z1 “ xy. [\

From Theorem 2 any probability assessment px, y, zq on F “

tA|H, pB|Kq|CpA|Hq, pA|Hq ^S pB|Kqu, with px, yq P r0, 1s2 and xy ď

z ď maxpx, yq is coherent. Thus, as z “ xy is not the unique coherent extension
of the conjunction pA|Hq^S pB|Kq, in general the quantity P rpA|Hq^S pB|Kqs
do not coincide with the product P rpB|Kq|CpA|HqsP pA|Hq. For example,
it could be that P rpB|Kq|CpA|HqsP pA|Hq “ 0 ă P rpA|Hq ^S pB|Kqs “ 1,
because the assessment p1, 0, 1q on F is coherent (while it is not coherent on
tA,B|A,ABu). Then, property (P3) is not satisfied by the pair p^S , |Cq.

Theorem 3. Let A, B, H, K be any logically independent events. The prob-
ability assessments P “ px, y, zq on the family of conditional events F “

tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|CpA|Hqu is coherent for every px, y, zq P r0, 1s3.

Proof. The proof is omitted due to lack of space.

We observe that the probability propagation rule valid for unconditional
events (property (P4)) is no longer valid for Calabrese’s iterated condi-
tional. Indeed, from Theorem 3, any probability assessment px, y, zq on F “

tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|CpA|Hqu, with px, y, zq P r0, 1s3 is coherent. For instance, the
assessment p1, 1, 0q on F is coherent, while it is not coherent on tA,B,B|Au.

3.2 The Iterated conditional of de Finetti.

We now analyze the iterated conditional introduced by de Finetti in [14].
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Definition 3. Given any pair of conditional events A|H and B|K, de Finetti
iterated conditional, denoted by pB|Kq|df pA|Hq, is defined as

pB|Kq|df pA|Hq “ B|pAHKq. (11)

By applying Definition 3 with H “ Ω, it holds that pB|Kq|dfA “ B|AK, which
shows that the Import-Export principle [35] is satisfied by |df . We recall that the
notion of conjunction and disjunction of conditionals introduced by de Finetti
in [14] coincide with ^K and _K recalled in Section 2. From (11) it holds that

rpA|Hq ^K pB|Kqs|df pA|Hq “ rAHBK|pHK _ sAH _ sBKqs|df pA|Hq “
AHBK|pAHK _AH sBKq “ AHBK|AHK “ pB|Kq|df pA|Hq.

(12)

Then, property (P1) is satisfied by the pair p^K , |df q (see also Table 4). From Ta-

Ch pA|Hq ^K pB|Kq pB|Kq|df pA|Hq rpA|Hq ^K pB|Kqs|df pA|Hq

AHBK True True True
AH sBK False False False

AH sK _ sHBK _ sH sK Void Void Void
sAH _ sH sBK False Void Void

Table 4. Truth table of pA|Hq ^K pB|Kq, pB|Kq|df pA|Hq, and rpA|Hq ^K
pB|Kqs|df pA|Hq.

ble 4 we also observe that relation (P2) is satisfied by p^K , |df q. Indeed, according
to (1), if pA|Hq^KpB|Kq is true, then pB|Kq|df pA|Hq is true; if pB|Kq|df pA|Hq is
false, then pA|Hq^K pB|Kq is false. We consider now the following results regard-
ing the coherence of a probability assessment on tA|H, pB|Kq|df pA|Hq, pA|Hq^K

pB|Kqu (Theorem 4) and on tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|df pA|Hqu (Theorem 5).

Theorem 4. Let A, B, H, K be any logically independent events. A prob-
ability assessment P “ px, y, zq on the family of conditional events F “

tA|H, pB|Kq|df pA|Hq, pA|Hq^K pB|Kqu is coherent if and only if px, yq P r0, 1s2

and z P rz1, z2s, where z1 “ 0 and z2 “ xy.

Proof. The proof is omitted due to lack of space.

From Theorem 4 any probability assessment px, y, zq on F “

tA|H, pB|Kq|df pA|Hq, pA|Hq^K pB|Kqu, with px, yq P r0, 1s2 and 0 ď z ď xy, is
coherent. Thus, as z “ xy is not the unique coherent extension of the conjunction
pA|Hq ^K pB|Kq, the quantity P rpA|Hq ^K pB|Kqs could not coincide with the
product P rpB|Kq|df pA|HqsP pA|Hq. For example, if we choose the probability
assessment P “ p1, 1, 0q, it is coherent on F but not on tA,B|A,ABu because
P rpA|Hq ^K pB|Kqs “ 0 ă P rpB|Kq|df pA|HqsP pA|Hq “ 1.
Then, property (P3) is not satisfied by the pair p^K , |df q.

Theorem 5. Let A, B, H, K be any logically independent events. The prob-
ability assessments P “ px, y, zq on the family of conditional events F “

tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|df pA|Hqu is coherent for every px, y, zq P r0, 1s3.
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Proof. The proof is omitted due to lack of space.

We observe that the probability propagation rule valid for unconditional events
(P4) is no longer valid for de Finetti’s iterated conditional. Indeed, from Theorem
5, any probability assessment px, y, zq on F “ tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|df pA|Hqu, with
px, y, zq P r0, 1s3 is coherent. For instance, the assessment p1, 1, 0q is coherent on
F but it is not coherent on tA,B,B|Au.

4 Iterated conditionals and compound prevision theorem

In [23] (see also [40]), by using the structure

2|© “ 2^©` Pp2|©qĎ©, (13)

which reduces to formula (2) when 2 “ A,© “ H, given two conditional events
A|H, B|K, with AH ‰ H, the iterated conditional pB|Kq|gspA|Hq has been
defined as the following conditional random quantity

pB|Kq|gspA|Hq “ pA|Hq ^gs pB|Kq ` µgsp sA|Hq. (14)

We now examine the different definitions of iterated conditional (see Table 5),
beyond |gs, we can obtain by using the structure (13) and each conjunction:
^K ,^L,^B , ^S .

Definition 4. Given two conditional events A|H, B|K, with AH ‰ H, for each
i P tK,L,B, Su, we define the iterated conditional pB|Kq|ipA|Hq as

pB|Kq|ipA|Hq “ pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq ` µip sA|Hq, (15)

where µi “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs.

Remark 1. We remind that, in agreement with [1,32] and differently from [35],
for the iterated conditional pB|Kq|gspA|Hq the Import-Export principle is not
valid. As a consequence, as shown in [24] (see also [40,41]), Lewis’ triviality
results ([34]) are avoided by |gs. It can be easily proved that pB|Kq|iA ‰ B|AK,
i P tK,L,B, Su. Then, the Import-Export principle is not satisfied by any of the
iterated conditional |K , |L, |B , |S , |gs.

For each pair p^i, |iq, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu, we show the validity of properties
(P1)–(P3) introduced in Section 3, where the events A,B are replaced by the
conditional events A|H, B|K, respectively. Then, we discuss the validity of gen-
eralized versions of Bayes’s Theorem and the validity of property (P4).
(P1). We recall that the pair p^gs, |gsq satisfies property (P1) because ppA|Hq^gs

pB|Kqq|gspA|Hq “ pB|Kq|gspA|Hq ([29, Theorem 5]). Moreover, each pair
p^i, |iq, i P tK,L,B, Su, also satisfies property (P1) as shown by the follow-
ing result.
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Theorem 6. Given two conditional events A|H, B|K, with AH ‰ H, it holds
that

ppA|Hq ^i pB|Kqq|ipA|Hq “ pB|Kq|ipA|Hq, i P tK,L,B, Su. (16)

Proof. Let be given i P tK,L,B, Su. We set µi “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs and νi “
PrppA|Hq ^ pB|Kqq|ipA|Hqs. By Definition 4, as pA|Hq ^i pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq “
pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq, it holds that

ppA|Hq ^i pB|Kqq|ipA|Hq “ pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq ` νip sA|Hq. (17)

From (15) and (17), in order to prove (16) it is enough to verify that νi “ µi. We
observe that ppA|Hq^i pB|Kqq|ipA|Hq´ pB|Kq|ipA|Hq “ pνi´µiqp sA|Hq, where
νi´µi “ PrppA|Hq^i pB|Kqq|ipA|Hq´ pB|Kq|ipA|Hqs. By setting P pA|Hq “ x,
it holds that

pνi ´ µiqp sA|Hq “

$

&

%

0, if A|H “ 1,
νi ´ µi, if A|H “ 0,
pνi ´ µiqp1´ xq, if A|H “ x, 0 ă x ă 1.

Notice that, in the betting scheme, νi ´ µi is the amount to be paid in order to
receive the random amount pνi´µiqp sA|Hq. Then, by coherence, νi´µi must be a
linear convex combination of the possible values of pνi´µiqp sA|Hq, by discarding
the cases where the bet called off, that is the cases where you receive back the
paid amount νi ´ µi, whatever νi ´ µi be. In other words, coherence requires
that νi´µi must belong to the convex hull of the set t0, pνi´µiqp1´xqu, that is
νi ´ µi “ α ¨ 0` p1´ αqpνi ´ µiqp1´ xq, for some α P r0, 1s. Then, as 0 ă x ă 1,
we observe that the previous equality holds if and only if νi ´ µi “ 0, that is
νi “ µi. Therefore, equality (16) holds. [\

(P2). Coherence requires that µi ě 0, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu. Then, from (15) it
holds that pA|Hq ^i pB|Kq ď pB|Kq|ipA|Hq, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu and hence
P rpA|Hq ^i pB|Kqs ď PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu. Therefore, each
pair p^i, |iq, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu satisfies the numerical counterpart of (P2),
where, based on (3), the symbol Ď is replaced by ď.
(P3). We recall that the pair p^gs, |gsq satisfies (P3) because, by exploiting the

pB|Kq|KpA|Hq pB|Kq|LpA|Hq pB|Kq|BpA|Hq pB|Kq|SpA|Hq pB|Kq|gspA|Hq

AHBK 1 1 1 1 1
AH sBK 0 0 0 0 0
AH sK xµK xµL xµB 1 y
sAHK µK µL µB µS µgs
sAH sK µK µL µBp1` xq µS µgs
sHBK µK µL µB 1+ µSp1´ xq x` µgsp1´ xq
sH sBK µKp1´ xq µLp1´ xq µB µSp1´ xq µgsp1´ xq
sH sK µK µLp1´ xq µB µS µgs
Table 5. Numerical values of pB|Kq|ipA|Hq, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu. We denotes x “
P pA|Hq, y “ P pB|Kq, and µi “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu.
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structure (13), it holds that PrpA|Hq ^gs pB|Kqs “ PrpB|Kq|gspA|HqsP pA|Hq
([23]). Concerning the pairs p^i, |iq, i P tK,L,B, Su we show below that (P3) is
also valid. Indeed, for the linearity of prevision, from (15), we obtain that

µi “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs “ PrpB|Kq ^i pA|Hqs ` µiPp sA|Hq “
“ PrpB|Kq ^ pA|Hqs ` µi P p sA|Hq “ zi ` µip1´ xq ,

(18)

where zi “ PppA|Hq^i pB|Kqq, i P tK,L,B, Su. As µi “ zi`µip1´xq, it follows
that zi “ µix, for i P tK,L,B, Su. In other words, coherence requires that

PrpA|Hq ^i pB|Kqs “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|HqsP pA|Hq, i P tK,L,B, Su, (19)

which states that the compound prevision theorem (property (P3)) is valid for
each pair p^i, |iq, i P tK,L,B, Su.

Remark 2. By exploiting the compound prevision theorem, we analyze gener-
alized versions of Bayes’ Theorem for the iterated conditionals |K , |L, |B , |S , |gs.
As PrpB|Kq ^i pA|Hqs “ PrpB|Kq|ipA|HqsP pA|Hq “ PrpA|Hq|ipB|KqsP pB|Kq,
i P tK,L,B, S, gsu, when P pA|Hq ą 0 it holds that

PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs “
PrpA|Hq|ipB|KqsP pB|Kq

P pA|Hq
, i P tK,L,B, S, gsu, (20)

which generalizes the Bayes’s formula P pB|Aq “ P pA|BqP pBq
P pAq . We now analyze

the validity of the generalization of Bayes’s Theorem given in the following ver-

sion: P pB|Aq “ P pA|BqP pBq

P pA|BqP pBq`P pA| sBqP p sBq
. We recall that, given two events A

and B, it holds that A “ AB _ A sB, and hence P pAq “ P pABq ` P pA sBq “
P pA|BqP pBq ` P pA| sBqP pBq. However, when A, B are replaced by the condi-
tional events A|H,B|K, respectively, we obtain that (see [22])

– rpA|Hq ^K pB|Kqs _K rpA|Hq ^K p sB|Kqs “ AHK|pAHK _ sAHq ‰ A|H;
– rpA|Hq ^L pB|Kqs _L rpA|Hq ^L p sB|Kqs “ AHK|pH _ sKq ‰ A|H;
– rpA|Hq ^B pB|Kqs _B rpA|Hq ^B p sB|Kqs “ A|pHKq ‰ A|H;
– rpA|Hq ^S pB|Kqs _S rpA|Hq ^S p sB|Kqs “ pA_ sHq|pH _Kq ‰ A|H;
– rpA|Hq ^gs pB|Kqs _gs rpA|Hq ^gs p sB|Kqs “ A|H.

Then, for each i P tK,L,B, Su, P pA|Hq cannot be decomposed as
PppA|Hq ^i pB|Kqq ` PppA|Hq ^i p sB|Kqq “ PppA|Hq|ipB|KqqP pB|Kq `
PppA|Hq|ip sB|KqqP p sB|Kq, while P pA|Hq “ PppA|Hq ^gs pB|Kqq `

PppA|Hq ^gs p sB|Kqq “ PppA|Hq|gspB|KqqP pB|Kq`PppA|Hq|gsp sB|KqqP p sB|Kq.
Hence, for each i P tK,L,B, Su, PrpB|Kq|ipA|Hqs does not in gen-
eral coincide with PppA|Hq|ipB|KqqP pB|Kq{pPppA|Hq|ipB|KqqP pB|Kq `
PppA|Hq|ip sB|KqqP p sB|Kqq, while

PrpB|Kq|gspA|Hqs “
PppA|Hq|gspB|KqqP pB|Kq

PppA|Hq|gspB|KqqP pB|Kq ` PppA|Hq|gsp sB|KqqP p sB|Kq
.

(21)
Therefore, the generalization of the second version of Bayes’ formula only holds
for |gs and does not hold for |K , |L, |B , and |S .
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(P4). Concerning the pair p^K , |Kq, we have the following result

Theorem 7. Let A, B, H, K be any logically independent events. The set Π of
all the coherent assessment px, y, z, µq on the family F “ tA|H,B|K, pA|Hq ^K

pB|Kq, pB|Kq|KpA|Hqu is Π “ Π 1YΠ2, where Π 1 “ tpx, y, z, µq : x P p0, 1s, y P
r0, 1s, z P rz1, z2s, µ “ z

xu with z1 “ 0, z2 “ mintx, yu, and Π2 “ tp0, y, 0, µq :
py, µq P r0, 1s2u.

Proof. The proof is omitted due to lack of space.

Based on Theorem 7, as the assessment p1, 1, 0, 0q on tA|H,B|K, pA|Hq ^K

pB|Kq, pB|Kq|KpA|Hqu is coherent, it follows that the sub-assessment p1, 1, 0q
on tA|H,B|K, pB|Kq|KpA|Hqu is coherent too. However, the assessment p1, 1, 0q
on tA,B,B|Au is not coherent because by (7) it holds that 0 “ µ ă µ1 “
maxt1`1´1,0u

1 “ 1. Then, formula (P4) is not satisfied by |K .
Concerning the pair p^L, |Lq it can be easily shown that statement of Theorem
7 also holds when ^K , |K are replaced by ^L, |L, respectively. Then, also |L does
not satisfy property (P4).
We now focus on the pair p^B , |Bq. We recall that the assessment px, y, 1q on
tA|H,B|K, pA|Hq ^B pB|Kqu is coherent for every px, yq P r0, 1s2 (see Ta-
ble 2). Then, when 0 ă x ă 1, the extension µ “ PrpB|Kq|BpA|Hqs “
PrpA|Hq^BpB|Kqs

P pA|Hq “ 1
x ą 1 is coherent and hence property (P4) is not satisfied by

|B , because by (7) it holds that µ ą 1 ě µ2.
Likewise, we observe that the assessment px, 1, 1q on tA|H,B|K, pA|Hq ^S

pB|Kqu is coherent for every x P r0, 1s (see Table 2). Then, when 0 ă x ă 1, as
PrpB|Kq|SpA|Hqs “ 1

x , the extension µ “ 1
x ą 1 on pB|Kq|SpA|Hq is coherent.

That is, it is coherent to assess PrpB|Kq|SpA|Hqs ą 1 and hence property (P4)
is not satisfied by |S .
Finally, differently from the other iterated conditionals, we recall that |gs
satisfies (P4) ([41, Theorem 4]). Indeed, given a coherent assessment px, yq
on tA|H,B|Ku, under logical independence, for the iterated conditional
pB|Kq|gspA|Hq the extension µ “ PppB|Kq|gspA|Hqq is coherent if and only

if µ P rµ1, µ2s, where µ1 “

"

maxtx`y´1,0u
x

, if x ‰ 0,
0, if x “ 0,

, µ2 “

"

mintx,yu
x

, if x ‰ 0,
1, if x “ 0.

5 Conclusions

We recalled some trivalent logics (Kleene-Lukasiewicz-Heyting-de Finetti,
Lukasiewicz, Bochvar-Kleene, and Sobocinski) and the notion of compound
conditional as conditional random quantity. We considered some basic logical
and probabilistic properties, valid for events and conditional events, by checking
their validity for selected notions of iterated conditional. In particular, we stud-
ied the iterated conditionals introduced in trivalent logics by Calabrese and by
de Finetti, by also focusing on the numerical representation of the truth-values.
For both the iterated conditionals we computed the lower and upper bounds and
we showed that some basic properties are not satisfied. Then, for each trivalent
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logic, we introduced the iterated conditional (|K , |L, |B , |S) defined by exploiting
the same structure used in order to define |gs, that is as a suitable random
quantity which satisfies the compound prevision theorem. We observed that all
the basic properties are satisfied only by the iterated conditional |gs. Future
work will concern the deepening of other logical and probabilistic properties of
the iterated conditionals |K , |L, |B , and |S in the framework of nonmonotonic
reasoning, Boolean algebras of conditionals ([18,19]), and in other non-classical
logics, like connexive logic ([38]).
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